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Thanks for downloading the 7 day get ready guide! My goal here is to give you a small push so 

you are more prepared when your new workout arrives or if you are starting a new workout 

program at the gym. 

The plan below here starts on a Monday, but feel free to start the Monday workout any day of 

the week you choose and follow the schedule best you can. 

The overall goal is to just get you moving and break off some of that “rust” and prepare your 

body for the overload it is about to get when you start your full workout. The idea being you 

won’t be as sore when the workout starts and you will have mentally prepared yourself better. 

This routine might just feel like a workout to you! This plan can be scaled… if you are beginner it 

might be tough or you might feel that burn fairly quickly. That is OK, just go at your own pace 

and if it is too much then do what you can. If you have some workout experience then some of 

this might seem easy, but I would bet if you concentrate on form and controlled movements & 

you are going to feel it. 

Remember you can always modify the workout below or even add some weight to the moves.  

Warm Up: Always warm up! Even if it is just for 2-3 minutes! Warm up! Most workouts will 

have a warmup built in, but if you work out first thing in the morning or a cold garage in the 

morning “like me” then make sure your warmup has you breaking a sweat. 

Perform each move 30 seconds for 1 round then 15 seconds each for 1 round: 

 30 Seconds: Run in place 

 30 Seconds: Jumping Jacks 

 30 Seconds: Arm Circles w/high knees - https://youtu.be/140RTNMciH8 raise knee one 

at a time 

 30 Seconds: Mountain Climbers - https://youtu.be/nmwgirgXLYM 

 Repeat moves again for 15 seconds each 

 Total Time: 3 minutes… do more rounds if you want 

Stretch Routine: Stretching is also very important. Do this after your warm up. Never stretch 

cold! Follow this: https://youtu.be/-iY5V0xiiKw Total Time: 5 Minutes 
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Monday: 2 – 3 Rounds - “More If You Can Or Want” 

 Air Squats x 10 : https://youtu.be/R0vJBTrzLac 

 Push Ups x 10 : https://youtu.be/Eh00_rniF8E do on knees if have to. 

 Forward Lunges X10 Each Leg: https://youtu.be/nlots37xVL8 

 Sit Ups X20: https://youtu.be/jDwoBqPH0jk 

 Pull Ups: If you have a bar or resistance bands… Do 5 -10 or as many as you can. With 

resistance bands shoot for 10 reps 

Tuesday: 2 – 3 Rounds - “More If You Can Or Want” 

 Air Squats x 10 : https://youtu.be/R0vJBTrzLac 

 Lying Hip Raises x 15: https://youtu.be/fDP6O_aJpDg 

 Plank 30 Second Hold : https://youtu.be/dz0oFaVGuh4 “if 30 seconds is too long hold 

for 10 seconds 3 times 

 Reverse Lunges x 10: With or Without Weight https://youtu.be/ZZvRoS5Y48Q 

 Bicycle Crunch x 20 : https://youtu.be/9FGilxCbdz8 

Wednesday: Recovery Day 

 Just Do Warm Up Routine, but do 3 Rounds – Total Time: 9 Minutes 

 Stretch Routine: https://youtu.be/-iY5V0xiiKw 

Thursday: Repeat Monday 

Friday: Repeat Tuesday 

Saturday: Repeat Wednesday 

Sunday: Rest & get ready for your new workout to arrive and get started! 

Again this guide is meant to break off some of that rust ;-) if you have not been doing much and 

even if you have been working out if you follow this and focus on form and control it will work 

you! 

I hope you enjoy this and please email me with any questions chris@fitdadchris.com 

Go and like my page on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/FitDadChris/ 

Subscribe on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/subscription_center?add_user=TheFitDads 

All the Best  
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